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Multi-Biometric Company Joins the DaonAdvantage Partner Program  
 
Reston, Virginia, May 27, 2009 – Daon, the award-winning global provider of identity 
assurance software and services, announced today that KaloVision, Inc. is the latest 
company to join the DaonAdvantage partner program.  

DaonAdvantage™ is an exciting solution partner program which provides a structured, yet 
lightweight model through which Daon’s partners can integrate their technologies directly 
into Daon’s industry leading product suite using a purpose built integration and testing 
framework.  Once integrated by the partner, Daon tests and certifies the integration.  Daon 
charges no fees for participation and certification in the program and provides technical 
support to partners throughout the process.  Partners benefit by gaining access to the 
broad suite of functionality provided by the Daon platform enabling them to offer stronger, 
more comprehensive solutions to the market.  

 
Peter Kalocsai, Founder and CEO of KaloVision Inc. said, “Integrating our FIF™ (Face, 
dual Iris, Fingerprint) multimodal simultaneous capture and matching products with Daon’s 
industry leading biometric identity management platform allows us to focus on our core 
competency, which is to develop highly cost and time efficient capture designs.  This 
partnership opens up a wide range of new business opportunities for us as Daon’s 
scalable solutions power both smaller projects and many of the world’s largest biometric 
deployments.”   
 
According to the DaonAdvantage™ Program Manager, Chris Holland, “Kalovision has 
made a very strategic move in the marketplace to broaden its direct market addressability 
by integrating with Daon.  From Daon’s perspective, Kalovision represents an excellent 
biometric enabling technology choice for our worldwide customers and partners when 
selecting from our growing collection of pre-integrated solutions.” 
 
Daon’s identity management system provides the centralized platform and client biometric 
infrastructure for a variety of uses including employee credentialing, government benefits 
programs, border management, civil ID, airport e-gate systems and immigration control, 

with DaonEngine serving as the platform and additional Daon software being used for 
remote enrollment and verification.  Daon’s COTS software and biometric expertise has 
proven to be invaluable in the delivery of cost-effective, consistent and reliable solutions. 
 
 
 
 



  

About Daon 
 

Daon is a leading provider of identity assurance software products focused on meeting the 
needs of governments and commercial organizations worldwide.  Daon supports 
customers and system integrators in building enterprise solutions requiring the highest 
level of security, performance, scalability, reliability and privacy.  Daon’s multi-modal 
authentication infrastructure, DaonEngine, integrates seamlessly with IT platforms and 
applications and manages the identity life-cycle of small and large populations.  
DaonEnroll and Daon Enrollment Manager provide powerful tools for faster development 
of scalable, robust and secure identity registration and vetting solutions.  Daon is the 
recipient of the 2008 Frost and Sullivan award for Product Line Strategy Leadership.  

Daon’s offices are located in Washington DC, Canberra, Singapore, London and Dublin.  
For further information please visit www.daon.com. 
 
About KaloVision Inc. 
 
KaloVision Inc. provides the most cost and time efficient solutions for capturing multi-
modal, high quality biometric data on the market today. KaloVision’s flexible and user 
friendly FIF™ (Face, dual Iris, Fingerprint) products offer unmatched accuracy and 
security by simultaneously capturing and analyzing up to four biometrics in three 
modalities. KaloVision’s solutions provide the highest level of protection against identity 
theft, crime and terrorism for commercial enterprises, governments and law enforcement 
agencies. For more information, please visit www.kalovision.com. 
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